
The war of hidden shadows

Dear Diary,

Approaching the maze-like atmosphere of the International Baccalaureate today, I came face to face with

an old rival, a silent tormentor that continued to accompany me everywhere: the never-ending battle

with my body image. A recurring companion of mine whispers sneaky questions about my worth as I

move through the academic halls, forming a complex net of fears that could break my spirit. I find it quite

ironic that whilst undertaking an academically challenging program, one is simultaneously fighting an

inner war for acceptance of oneself.

I struggle with the everyday narrative in the innermost recesses of my mind that I don't meet society's

expectations of thinness. I start to doubt my own reflection when I see myself constantly compared to an

unachievable ideal, analyzing every seeming imperfection with the surgical precision of a surgeon. The

intricacy of the human psyche is demonstrated by the stark irony that my desire for knowledge is in

opposition to my unwavering pursuit of an unattainable physical perfection.

As I dive into the academic rigor required by the IB, my mind becomes a battleground where my physical

self-doubt and intellectual battle it out. My problem with body image and my academic achievements

are in contrast, which causes a conflict that permeates my entire being. It's a war being fought in the

shadows of my mind, a new frontier where the only markers on the battlefield are the echoes of social

norms and self-imposed standards rather than textbooks and exams.

The classrooms, where learning is supposed to be the primary goal, unintentionally become bystanders

to the internal fight. A parallel conversation develops while I'm having intellectual conversations with

myself. It's the persistent, unpleasant voice that asks whether my value is dependent on my capacity to

conform to a certain stereotype. My educational path is shadowed by the conflict between my

unwavering desire for physical validation and my unwavering pursuit of academic greatness.

My mental health suffers an unimaginable cost as a result of this ongoing internal struggle. Putting on

the confidence armor every day and facing the world turns into a job. In this style of performative art,

the fragility that rots under the surface is hidden by the self-assured mask. The weight of social

expectations becomes a burden that I bear while I seek information and fight silently for acceptance of

who I am.

Managing body image issues while navigating the challenging terrain of the IB requires a careful

balancing act. The friendships made with students serve as a haven and an ongoing reminder of how

similar human problems are to one another. But like lingering shadows, the fear of being judged and the

gnawing anxiety of falling short remain.

As an IB student, I long for a society in which the pursuit of academic achievement and the never-ending

search for a subjective physical ideal do not coexist, and where the mind is valued independent of the

body's constant examination.

Sincerely yours,

Someone who is studying the International Baccalaureate (IB) program.


